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Abstract

Solving polynomial systems subsystem-by-subsystem means to solve a system of polynomial equations by first solving subsets of the system and then intersecting the results. The approach leads to numerical representations of all the solution components of a system. The focus of this paper is the development of a parallel implementation to solve large systems involving a recursive divide-and-conquer scheme. Because we concentrate our discussion on the distribution of the path tracking jobs, we have selected applications for which we have optimal homotopies, for which all paths converge to regular solutions.

1 Introduction

A lot of effort has been spent recently on parallel implementations to solve polynomial systems numerically via homotopies. Starring in alphabetical order: Bertini [1], HOM4PS-2.0 [12], PHoMpara [7], and POLSYS_GL [22]. We refer to [17] for a survey and introduction to homotopy continuation methods for solving polynomial systems. For an introduction to numerical algebraic geometry, we recommend the recent book [21].

As an illustration of a pleasingly parallel computation, we ran the classical total degree homotopies in PHCpack [23] on the polynomial systems of Katsura [10]. This family of systems consists of $n$ quadrics and one linear equation. The number of complex solutions equals the Bézout bound $2^n$. For $n = 20$, Table 1 lists execution times on Tungsten, using an increasing number of processors.

Table 1. Dynamic load balancing for tracking 1,048,576 solution paths. For $p$ processors, we record the total time along with the minimum and maximum number of paths tracked by each worker node. Fluctuation in execution times occur because of different homotopy constants used in each run.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22h47m</td>
<td>68,088</td>
<td>70,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>9h22m</td>
<td>33,329</td>
<td>34,113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>4h44m</td>
<td>16,269</td>
<td>16,917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2h25m</td>
<td>7,199</td>
<td>8,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1h16m</td>
<td>4,525</td>
<td>3,731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The computational results in Table 1 are obtained using a simple homotopy $h(x,t) = tf(x) + (1-t)g(x) = 0$, where $f$ is the system to be solved and each polynomial in $g$ is of the form $x^{d_i} - c_i = 0$, for $c_i$ some random complex number and $d_i$ the degree of $f_i$. This type of homotopy does not yield any information about positive dimensional solution sets of a polynomial system.

While solving this polynomial system remains still almost impossible by a single processor, even relatively modest cluster computers could handle it. A true supercomputer like Tungsten has no difficulty to complete a first run of all solution paths. Note that additional quality control, like rerunning of paths at a finer resolution is not considered.

The purpose of this paper is to outline the parallel implementation of a subsystem-by-subsystem solver, defined in [20], using the intrinsic version [19] of the diagonal homotopies [18]. The divide-and-conquer method has not been described elsewhere and is also of interest independently of parallel computation.
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Starting with [24], and continuing in [14, 13], [16, 25], we described our efforts to make PHCpack [23] run on parallel computers. With respect to those previous papers [24], [14, 13], [16], [25], this paper describes the parallel implementation of a new solver, to compute numerical representations of both isolated solutions and positive dimensional solution sets.

2 Witness Sets

In this section we explain our representations of solution sets (extrinsically and intrinsically). Furthermore we describe the memory efficient jumpstarting mechanism for intersecting solution sets.

As numerical representations for positive dimensional solution sets we use witness sets [21]. A solution set of dimension $k$ is reduced to a collection of isolated points when intersected with $k$ hyperplanes in general position. The number of isolated points obtained in this intersection equals the degree $d$ of the solution set. A witness set records the dimension $k$ and degree $d$ of a solution set by storing a set of $k$ general hyperplanes along with the $d$ isolated solutions in the intersection.

In the extrinsic representation the general linear spaces of dimension $k$ used to intersect $k$-dimensional solution sets are determined as the intersection of $n-k$ hyperplanes and we add slack variables to have systems with as many equations as unknowns. In the intrinsic representation, a $k$-dimensional linear space is represented by an offset vector and $k$ directions. This intrinsic representation allows us to use $k$ parameters to describe a $k$-dimensional solution set.

The algorithm to intersect witness sets takes pairs of solutions, combining one solution of the first witness set with one solution of the second witness set. Even for relatively modest degrees – say a couple of thousands – the combination of all possible solutions at the start can lead to the reservation of large chunks of memory space – with a million or more start solutions. To avoid this allocation of memory at the start of the computations, the implementation of diagonal homotopies has been redone – as was also needed for other homotopies in PHCpack (see [16]) – with a jumpstarting mechanism: start solutions are computed or read from file just in time, i.e.: only just before the path tracking starts.

Consider the intersection of a cubic and a quadratic surface, each represented respectively by 3 and 2 generic points. To intersect these surfaces, a lexicographic pairing of the points is formed, leading to (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2), (3,1), (3,2). For each pair we read one pair of solutions from separate files, one solution for each witness set. After the path tracking for the first two pairs is done, the input file with the witness set for the second surface is reset. The result of each path tracking job is immediately written to file. This jumpstarting mechanism lets us enumerate long lists of solutions using only as much memory as it takes to store the definition of the homotopy and one solution.

A comparison of witness sets with lifting fibers [11] appears in [20], see also [3]. Exploiting the similarities between these two data structures, we speculate that parallel implementations of those two (different) geometric solvers could proceed along the same lines.

3 Divide and Conquer

Suppose we have a system of eight quadratic equations. Consider Figure 1, as we assume the homotopy is optimal, i.e.: no solution paths diverge and the number of paths increases as the product of the degrees. The term optimal homotopy was coined in [9].

At first, there does not seem to be any benefit in arranging the path tracking as in the divide-and-conquer algorithm outlined as in Figure 1 because the number of solution paths exceeds 256, the total number of expected solutions. How-
ever, observe that in the intrinsic formulation of the witness sets, the number of independent variables stays very small at \( \mathbf{frst} \): it takes only one variable to track a hypersurface. So only at the very last stage is the ambient dimension of the solution paths equal to the original number of variables. The largest proportion of the work is concentrated in the last stage. Even when no paths diverge, the benefit of this divide-and-conquer algorithm lies in having more stepping stones – we call them witness stones – in the resolution of large polynomial systems.

In general, a witness stone is an intermediate witness set such as the witness set consisting of 16 witness points for equations 1 through 4 in Figure 1. In the case of large polynomial systems, the advantage comes in if any failure happens in the middle of solving process, we may use those witness stones to continue, instead of solving the whole system from the very beginning. If paths diverge because of a special structure, and if this structure is shared among different subsets of equations (e.g.: equations 1 through 4 share the same structure as equations 5 through 8), then one could use coefficient-parameter continuation to solve the second set of equations, starting at the witness set of the \( \mathbf{frst} \) set of equations.

### 3.1 data structures to schedule jobs

To implement the divide-and-conquer witness set intersection algorithm, we use the following data structures.

**One job** represents the calculation of one point in the witness set representation of the intersection of two witness sets. A witness set is determined by the equations (their number and range) and the degree (number of solutions on random hyperplanes). The essential information for one job is a pair of indices, indicating the pair of solutions that must be taking from the pair of witness sets in the intersection.

**The state table** keeps track of the completed jobs. The number of rows in the table equals the total number of equations and there are as many columns as there are stages in the algorithm. This table is triangular as it maps the tree of the divide-and-conquer algorithm.

**Queues** of jobs and idle workers are maintained by the manager node as \( \mathbf{frst}-\mathbf{in} \) \( \mathbf{frst}-\mathbf{out} \) queues to ensure a fair balancing of the computational load among all workers. The job queue is empty as long as there are idle workers. Only if the queue of idle workers is empty, will the job queue grow.

As the total number of solutions grows considerably and our implementation is scheduled to run on a cluster of nodes, where each node has only as much internal memory as a typical workstation, we avoid that the manager node keeps all solutions in its memory. The witness sets are stored on \( \mathbf{flles} \) and read by the worker nodes. As soon as a worker node sends the end solution of a path to the manager, the manager appends it to the \( \mathbf{flle} \) that stores the result of the witness set intersection.

### 3.2 scheduling jobs

Denote by \( n \) the total number of equations in the system. The number of processors equals \( p \). In the manager-worker paradigm, the manager node has the identity label 0, where the remaining \( p - 1 \) workers are labeled 1 through \( p - 1 \).

The initialization phase consists in the creation of witness sets for \( n \) hypersurfaces, defined by the \( n \) equations in the system. This phase involves no path tracking, the points in each witness set are the roots of an univariate polynomial equation of modest degree. While this phase is computationally light, its parallel implementation provides a test on the communication network. The algorithm is summarized as in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1:** Initialization Phase

**Input:** A polynomial system with \( n \) equations.

**Output:** \( n \) \( \mathbf{flles} \) that contain each a witness set for an equation in the given system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manager</th>
<th>Workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>broadcast ( \mathbf{flle} )name ( \to ) receive ( \mathbf{flle} )name</td>
<td>receive ( \mathbf{flle} )name ( \to ) receive data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send data ( \to ) receive data</td>
<td>send data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The manager distributes \( n \) equations evenly among the \( p - 1 \) workers, \( \mathbf{frst} \) broadcasting the name of the \( \mathbf{flle} \) with the equations, then followed by a sequence of numbers, terminated by 0. Each number in the sequence is an index to an equation. If \( n < p \), then \( p - 1 - n \) workers receive only 0 and remain idle.

Each worker receives through the broadcast the name of the \( \mathbf{flle} \) and opens it to read the equations. For every nonzero index, a univariate polynomial equation is solved and its solutions are written to \( \mathbf{flle} \) in the proper witness set output format.

The distribution of the jobs in the initialization phase ends when every worker has received 0. To synchronize the termination, the following happens:

**Each worker** sends the index of the equation for which it has computed a witness set back to the manager. The last number that is sent to the manager is 0.

**The manager** should receive from every worker the same number the same numbers it has sent to.
The initialization phase ends if the manager has received 0 from every worker. The outcome of this phase consists in $n$ files each containing a witness set for an equation.

The main loop in the algorithm runs in $\lceil \log_2(n) \rceil$ stages, homotopies in stage $k$ involve $2^k$ equations. The manager node maintains the state table, the job queue, and the queue of idle workers. These data structures are used by the manager to distribute path tracking jobs among the workers. Figure 2 presents the actions in the main loop.

We describe the actions of worker and manager below:

**A worker** is either idle or busy tracking one path. The information to track a path is contained in a job. After receiving a job from the manager, the worker forms the right type of homotopy, reads the pair of solutions from file, and does the tracking of one path. After completion, the solution is sent back to the manager.

**The manager** receives a completed job from a worker node and manages the job scheduling then as follows. If the job queue is nonempty – in which case there are no idle workers – then the worker who completed the job will be immediately given the next job from the job queue. If the job queue is empty and the completed job does not lead to new jobs, then the label of the worker who completed the job will be added to the queue of idle workers. In both cases, the state table is updated with the completed job information and the computed solution is appended to the file that stores a new witness set.

To intersect a pair of witness sets there must be sufficient points in both sets. It could be that solutions for the first witness set accumulate at a steady pace, whereas the solutions for the second witness set are arriving much slowly. So the job queue becomes empty not only towards the end of the computations, but also at the beginning of a new stage.

At the start of the main loop, there are $n/2$ witness sets to be computed, requiring as many paths as the sum of product of the degrees of all consecutive pairs of equations in the system. In Figure 1, this first stage leads to 16 jobs to be distributed evenly among the workers. In general if at the start, there are $N$ jobs to distribute, we have the following state of the queues. If $p - 1 \leq N$, then no workers will be idle and the job queue will contain the remaining $N - p - 1$ jobs. If $p - 1 > N$, then the job queue will be empty and there will be $p - 1 - N$ idle workers at the start.

Let us now consider the formation of new jobs in greater detail. When the manager node receives the information of a completed job, it consults the state table to find where the end solution will be used in the computation of the witness set intersection in the next stage. Recall that every job consists of a pair of labels to witness points. The new pairs consist of the result of the newly completed job and all other solutions of the other witness set that have been computed thus far. Note that the order of computation of the points in a witness set intersection does no longer occur lexicographically.
3.3 quality control

The automatic control of the quality of the computed results consists roughly in the following tasks:

1. gathering diagnostics, such as residuals, estimates for condition numbers and distance between the computed roots;
2. rerunning solution paths at a finer resolution and/or eventually with extended multiprecision arithmetic;
3. computing certificates for diverging solution paths and deating solution paths converging to multiple roots;
4. using deflation to deal with multiple solution components.

These tasks, listed in increasing order of complexity could be done off line, by another sequential or parallel program, or online by the manager node. The distribution of the path tracking jobs is relatively light compared to the path tracking jobs themselves so that we observed that in many runs the manager node remains idle for most of the time.

4 Software and Applications

4.1 extensions to PHCpack

Our implementation of a subsystem-by-subsystem solver is an extension to PHCpack [23]. Just as the other parallel homotopies described in [16], the main program and job scheduling routines are written in C, using MPI library, and call the homotopy constructors and path trackers available in PHCpack.

4.2 polynomial systems

In this preliminary phase of the implementation, we selected two families of polynomial systems whose solution sets have degrees equal to what the plain application of Bézout’s theorem predicts. For those systems, the homotopies based on the total degree are optimal in the sense that no solution path diverges.

katsura ([5], [10]) This family has its origin in a magnetism problem from physics and is widely used as a computer algebra benchmark. Each system in the family consists of \( n \) quadrics and one linear equation. For \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), the quadrics are

\[
\sum_{j=-n}^{n} u_{j,n} u_{k-j,n} - u_k, n = 0, \tag{1}
\]

and the one linear equation is

\[
\sum_{j=-n}^{n} u_{j,n} - 1 = 0. \tag{2}
\]

For \( j < 0 \): we set \( u_j = u_{-j} \). The solution set consists of \( 2^n \) isolated points.

Maple 11 lists katsura5 in its help system, just type \texttt{?updates,Maple11,enhancedpackages} in a Maple 11 worksheet.

minors ([2], [8]) In an application from algebraic statistics, all adjacent minors of a general matrix are considered. Starting from a general \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix of variables, we obtain a system of \( n - 1 \) quadratic equations in \( 2n \) variables. The solution set has dimension \( n + 1 \) and degree \( 2^{n-1} \). For \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), the equations have the form

\[
x_{1,k}x_{2,k+1} - x_{2,k}x_{1,k+1} = 0. \tag{3}
\]

As this system has a positive dimensional solution set, it used to be out of reach for classical homotopy methods. The book [21] describes progress in numerical algebraic geometry.

For the purpose of parallel computing, the two families provide systems of varying size. For both families, we selected the eight dimensional versions: katsura8 and adjmin28. We like to emphasize that our solver gives two qualitatively different answers: either a collection of isolated points for katsura8, or a positive dimensional solution set for adjmin28.

4.3 computational results

Timings for solving katsura8 on a 2.4Ghz Rocketcalc personal cluster are summarized in Table 2. With 2 nodes \((p = 2)\), we have one manager and one worker. This first time is used as the equivalent “sequential time”. As we double the number of workers \( p = 2 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow 9 \), the execution times decrease as 459s → 277s → 140s → 85s.

Timings may fluctuate between runs, because different random numbers give different constants in the homotopies and also paths of varying length. A constant trend is the concentration of the time in the later phases, see Table 3. Because there is only one homotopy in that last stage, dynamic load balancing in the last stage, outweights performance losses due to synchronizing the stages.

Timings to solve adjmin28 are summarized in Table 4. Doubling the number of workers, for \( p \) from 2 to 3, to 5, and then to 9, leads to the following drop in execution time: 2,179s → 1,255s → 619s → 363s. Doubling the number of workers, the execution time drops roughly in half.
5 Conclusions and Discussion

Early experimental computational results show that the parallel diagonal homotopy allows jumpstarting for efficient memory management. Dynamic load balancing leads to an acceptable speedup. The overhead preventing an optimal speedup is due to the synchronization at every stage.

Choosing systems for which we have optimal homotopies we could concentrate on the scheduling issues and defer the treatment of solution paths diverging to singularities or to infinity. While MPI is sufficient to implement a dynamic load balancer in a manager/worker protocol, treating singularities requires different and computationally intensive algorithms, like deflation [15].

In view of increased availability of multi-processor and multi-core machines, we plan to use sockets in a client/server protocol. The server (called it Job) maintains the job queues. Clients request homotopies and start solutions from Job and report back to Job when finished. Other type of clients contact Job to do the quality control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stage</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32.1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>462.0s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The breakup of the timings for solving katsura8 on 2 nodes (one manager and one worker), along the three stages. The last stage is the most time consuming.

With MPI on few nodes, the manager node is often idle, whereas on many nodes, the manager might become overloaded. In client/server computing, the operating system becomes co-responsible for the load balancing and allows user interaction. This would complement PHClab [6] for which we used the MPI Toolbox for Octave [4] and lead to a better interactive parallel computation.
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